PRACTISING/BEGINNERS.
TUNE UP/INTERVALS/WARM
UPS/ONWARDS.
For the beginner, you should get yourself organised
properly without any hassles as in the later practising
sheet clearly states, and you should diligently learn all
your intervals inside out. Find a position like G/A/B/C all
on the E string, and then C, C#, D, D#, E moving up the A
string and learn all your intervals as the grid pattern
shows, but in a different location, to break up familiarity of
one location and literally make yourself learn it in
different positions all over the neck.
Humans, become enculterated, programmed, conditioned,
fixated, stuck, blocked, useless, can’t think, paralysed,
gormless, stupid, by learning it all in G only, and then when
asked to do it somewhere else become all these things
mentioned above. Listen to your teacher, move the thingy
around and learn it in different spots, you won’t regret it.
Do your warm ups all over the neck.
Do your triads all over the neck.
Do your scales all over the neck.
Do your intervals all over the neck.
Do your arpeggios all over the neck.
If you don’t, you will become flustered, not able to think
straight with tunes, because singers all have different
voices and sing in different places, which is keys to you.
You must break up routines into organised patterns in
different locations to build up knowledge of the neck all
over the place.
This will help you immensely, and you should make friends
with a really good keyboard player, and play great bass
lines for them, so it can free them up to jam on their
keyboard.
This also goes for guitarists. Don’t let guitarists bully you
into continuously playing just root notes, because their
brains are very limited, and semi-neanderthal, experiment
with triads, and root and fifth, let us not forget that root
and fifth is absolutely pleasing to the ear, so don’t put up

with any criticism or any nonsense about triads and root
and fifths, because they are the foundation of good bass
playing.
Piano players are an absolute mine of information. Attach
yourself to one instantly if not sooner.
Find a sensitive, interesting, and capable guitarist, who isn’t
a steamroller tyrant and attach yourself like glue also.
Practising with other musicians together is extremely
beneficial as is practising on your own. Joint practice and
multiple practice improves timing with all concerned,
because little discrepancies stick out like an enormous zit
on the end of your nose, and the others will make you sort it
out for trying to pretend there is nothing wrong.

